**HICKORY SMOKED HOMICIDE**

ADAMS, Riley

BBQ houses: A local Taylor knows pretty much everyone in Memphis who lives or dies. But one person she'd rather not know is Titman Porchbrooke, a snotty pageant coach with a mean streak. After Lula Trims’ dead body is found in a closet as a party, the police are suspicious.

**DISCIPLE OF THE DOG**

BAKER, Scott

Introducing a brand new to remember: everyone there’s ever produced. The newly established Disciple of the Dog, is an extremely unique individual with a unique lifestyle. The Disciple of the Dog is a world-renowned dog trainer and dog behaviorist. He is the first to introduce a new way of training dogs, which is based on positive reinforcement and love. He is known for his unique training methods and his ability to train any dog, regardless of its breed or background.

**LAW OF ANGELS**

CLARK, Cassandra

1934. The sun is hot and high, but storm clouds of incineration are gathering over England. Hildegard of Malचass, a new and all-powerful duchess Constance - is beginning to make the rounds of her new home in York. But by taking a boxed meal into the fold, Hildegard has made a dangerous enemy, an enemy who thinks nothing of destroying her little sanctuary to further his own ends. Meanwhile her wetnurse, and her possession of a priceless relic, threaten to drag her into the schemes of traitors to the crown who seek to overthrow King Richard II - including the ruthless Henry Bolingbroke.

**Mystery**

**PKB** $17.99

**TO CATCH A LEAF**

CONNELLY, Michael

Henry Bosch is facing the end of the line. He’s got his boot on the opposite of the Experimental Retrieval Team’s hot list, and given his record his retirement is assured. So the end of the mission comes to him: does the crowd for doesn’t have to wear a cap.

**Mystery/thriller**

**TP** $12.99

**VIVA LA MADNESS**

CREEPER

From the many lands of the London underworld portrayed in Layer Cake ($29.99), Viva La Madness moves to international crime with this trans-Atlantic drug deal, money laundering and high-tech electronic fraud, portrayed with the same uncanny believability. The anarchy here of Layer Cake is put back into the drug game before he can escape to a sunny Retirement in 1990, when the London underworld, the Spanish drug cartels and the Venezuelan drug cartels converge like machine-guns. Mystery

**Suspense**

**TP** $32.99

**LAYER CAKE**

CONNELLY, J. I.

First published in 2001, Layer Cake was more authentic in its language and scene-setting, smarter in its characterisation and plotting than anything that had previously gone by the name of English gangster genre. It is now a stone-cold classic and should be read by everyone!

**Mystery**

**TP** $16.95

**THE QUEST FOR ANNA KLEN**

COOK, Thomas H.

Prominent American psychiatrist, Dr. Heinrich von Volkhorski, is sent to Czechoslovakia to try to break the code of a mysterious woman who is said to be the key to unlocking a secret Nazi compound. But when he arrives, he finds that the woman is actually a member of a powerful criminal organisation, and he must use all his skills to survive.

**Mystery**

**TP** $19.99

**RED HISTORY**

CORNELL, Patricia

Starkweather.

A CATHERED Thanking CRANFORD, Patricia

Mystery

**PKB** $16.95

**LETAL INVESTMENTS**

DARE, K.O

An apartment building. A woman clearing up the mess her three-year-old son has made on the stairway. A child staring into an empty jar.

**Mystery**

**PBK** $19.99

**SMOKES GET IN YOUR EYES**

DONET, Stephen

England, 1946. World’s Margot’s life begins to crumble under scrutiny, the woman’s ex-lover, and the events of the past week, all come to be unravelled.

**Mystery**

**PKB** $19.99

**SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES**

DONET, Stephen

England, 1946. World’s Margot’s life begins to crumble under scrutiny, the woman’s ex-lover, and the events of the past week, all come to be unravelled.

**Mystery**

**PKB** $19.99

**YOU BETTER KNOT DIE**

FAIRSTEIN, Linda

The thrilling mystery of summer serendipity. Mr. Falklander is a middle-aged, upper-class man who has just returned to London, after spending several months in a spa. He is a wealthy businessman, and is known for his generosity and hospitality. He is also a respected member of the local community, and is loved by all.

**Mystery**

**PBK** $26.95

**BAD MAN’S TALE**

DOSO, James J.

**PKB** $16.95

**PRAECERE CEMETARY**

ELROD, I. R.

**TP** $52.95

**BAD INN**

EVENSON, Jason

**PKB** $19.99

**EXPLOSIVE EIGHTEEN**

EVANOVICH, Janet

**PKB** $19.99

**SINCE THE ATHENS**

EYRE, Janis

A local boy is found raped and murdered, and only one suspect is seen.

**Mystery**

**TP** $19.99

**TRUE TRUTH, DARE, KILL**

FERRIS, Gordon

The man the killer used to be, and the man he is today.

**Mystery**

**PBK** $19.99

**HANGING SHED**

FERRIS, Gordon

Glasgow 1946. The last time Brodie came home it was 1942 and he was a proud young man in a paramarine’s uniform. New Brodie back in Scotland, has a childhood friend of his killed.

**Mystery**

**PBK** $19.99

**A BURIAL AT SEA**

FINDS, Charles

A young American student goes missing. At first, her American father, Captain Hiram, and her mother, Captain Martha, are convinced that she has been kidnapped.

**Mystery**

**TP** $39.99

**THE LOST DAUGHTER**

GRINDEL, Lucasta

In Phineas, a young American student goes missing. At first, her American father, Captain Hiram, and her mother, Captain Martha, are convinced that she has been kidnapped.

**Mystery**

**TP** $39.99

**GHOST IN TROUBLE**

HALLE, Charlotte

Rachel must face her past, and her possession of a valuable amulet, before she can escape the clutches of the black sorcerer who tries to steal it.

**Mystery**

**TP** $39.99

**YOU BETTER KNOT DIE**

HARRIS, Charlaine et al

The Sookie Stackhouse universe, to this anthology from the Mystery Writers of America. Other authors include Max Allan Collins and Mickey Spillane.

**Mystery anthology**

**TP** $29.99

**GHOST IN TROUBLE**

HARRIS, Charlaine

This series is getting raves from customers; the publisher’s

**($24.95).**
DEATH COMES TO FEMBERLY
KAABERBOL & FRIIS
The snow covered all the tracks, as the killer knew it would. But when Kevin Byrne and Jessica Balzano investigate.

The PHANTOMS OF BRESLAU
Mystery PBK $19.99
Monro, Marek
As the location for their law office, they don’t realize that their
When a chaise appears, rocking down the path from Pemberley’s

PERFECT PEOPLE
Mystery PBK $16.95
Ryan, William
...and is coming close to a breakdown. And with Bill’s future uncertain, the scattered communities along the Welsh

DEATH COMES TO PEMBERLEY
Mystery PBK $16.95
Kerr, Philip
On his way home after a particularly trying day, Paul discovers a

Mystery PBK $19.99
McFee, Michael

THE BASKERVILLE LEGACY
Mystery PBK $16.95
Conan Doyle, Sir Arthur

DUST DEVILS
Thriller TP $24.99
Smith, Roger

DEATH AND THE MAIDEN
Mystery PBK $16.95
Tolstoy, Ivan
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